DogeCoin Labs Whitepaper
Introduction
The up-to-date project DogeCoin Labs is one of the market's most rising and profitable
hyper-deflationary coins. It's engaged in leading and exclusive design and production of
NFT collectibles, metaverse games, and applications.
Dogecoin Labs is like no other project before, as it's engaged in designing and producing
up to eight million art collectibles and multiple games and applications on the metaverse.
This futuristic enterprise will gather artists and game developers to create and develop
exciting apps and arts.
At DogeCoin Labs, we are storing our entire NFTs collection with the most reliable and
trusted hosting of IPFS files. It's vital to understand that if NFTs are not stored on the
blockchain using storage cloud IPFS files, they're worthless as the owner has no security
ownership of the digital asset.
We have added an extra layer of protection as each item owner will receive her NFT code
as minted on the blockchain to guarantee the NFT's owner has total asset possession.
The project secures funding for a minimum of 8 million items production by guaranteeing
80% of the total coin exceptional supply in a particular escrow account.
Dogecoin Labs' goal is to design and develop 1,000,000 items a year. The creators recruit
global art artists, games, and applications innovators to support the project.
It's essential to know that the entire proceeds from the item's sales and 10% royalty will be
invested to uncover other business opportunities and make an appropriate distribution to
coin holders.
Since DogeCoin Labs has a one-of-a-kind coin deflationary structure, coin holders will
receive a 10% transaction fee for either buying or selling hourly.
Additionally, 50% of our NFT's 10% royalty revenue will be used to buy back coins at the
open market and burn them permanently. This means that a significant amount of coin
supply will be removed consistently from the market resulting in a higher value for
DogeCoin Labs.

The creators will attach additional unique features to the 10% distribution in BNB Binance
Native Token, considered a highly liquid coin in the market.
Thanks to Dogecoin Labs, everyone can enjoy the benefits of a hyper-deflationary coin,
NFTs, and the metaverse, allowing people to earn money in the hottest markets.
DogeCoin Labs offers:
●
●
●

Redistribution To Coin Holders In BNB Tokens 10%
Liquidity 2%
Marketing 4%

DogeCoin Labs has already designed 900,000 art collectibles, and the goal is to develop
up to 1,000,000 annually. Besides, DogeCoin Labs is getting into AI art production using
the latest technology.
Now is the time to consider the most promising industries in years to come:
cryptocurrencies, NFT, and the metaverse!

Abstract
DogeCoin Labs allows everyone to get involved in the hottest, most profitable sectors:
NFT and the metaverse.
The DogeCoin Labs project is a state-of-the-art enterprise created to allow people to earn
money by developing one of the market's most promising and rewarding hyperdeflationary coins.
It targets the most significant worldwide NFT studio production and metaverse innovation.

What are NTFS?
NFT stands for non-fungible token. This means that it's a one-of-a-kind item, and nothing
can't take its place. For instance, trading cards are non-fungible, as you can't replace them
with something else.
Money or cryptocurrencies are fungibles, as you can exchange them for one another.
NFTs are unique as each has digital ownership that you cannot transfer. The NFT's owner
can verify property using a digital signature.
Even though most NFTs are components of the Ethereum blockchain, they work differently
from cryptocurrencies.
Simply put, NFTs are any digital items such as paintings, music, and real estate that
people can own. This has created new methods and resources to earn money in
metaverse ecosystems.
These non-fungible tokens are vital components in the metaverse are they allow people to
buy digital land, avatars, graphics, collectibles, games, and other virtual assets.

Dogecoin Labs offers that owners of the art collectibles will have full legal and title rights to
the items and can use them legally as they wish.

Why Investing in NFTs Rewarding?
It's common for people to ask themselves, "Why does anyone spend hundreds,
thousands, or millions of dollars on a digital asset?" Well, the answer is simple: to make a
profit.
People invest in NFTs, thinking it's possible to buy an NFT today and sell it later for more
than they paid.
Many investors are also inspired by some NFTs, wanting to own a historical work of art.
Meanwhile, others see NFTs as a transformative milestone in art investing and wish to
make money.

NFTs and the Metaverse a Strong Link
NFTS and the metaverse are strongly connected. The metaverse is the cosmos where a
digital persona can exist. Through avatars, people can communicate and move around in
this virtual universe.
Individuals who want to display art and property use the metaverse and NFTS to offer
them. The non-fungible tokens let people price that art with ownership authentication.
Understanding that each NFT is connected to a singular item is vital. That element can be
a picture, graphic, video game content, art collectibles, music, or anything you can refer to
as that specific token.
Most artists and digital creators use NFTs to earn money from their work. It's incredible
how many NFT forums are available where it's possible to buy and sell-non fungible
tokens allowing people and businesses to monetize their digital assets.
The most favorable currency for the metaverse universe is NFTs. Why? Because they let
individuals authenticate ownership of all different digital items. Think about it like a contract
assigning property in a virtual cosmos. NFTs work as legal ownership.
Thanks to NFTs, people can unlock certain benefits and events inside the digital world.
The potential and profits are countless, making DogeCoin Labs the ideal project to
enter the two hottest markets to earn money: the metaverse and NFTs. Remember,
non-fungible tokens are crucial for buying virtual assets in the metaverse.

How do NFTs Impact the Metaverse?
Without a doubt, NFTs have
transformed the metaverse by
letting people and industries
portray their real-world assets
and solutions in a decentralized
system.
Thanks to NFTs, the digital world
is now more open to high-tech
gaming models. Game
developers use NFTs to allow
players to own and control these
items.
Because NFTs work in the
blockchain, the metaverse
provides an equitable and openminded economy where artificial
value inflation is impossible to encounter.
Even more impressive is how the metaverse and non-fungible tokens have a meaningful
function in remodeling social, individual, and community experiences. Now it's possible to
support a specific project by keeping NFT valuables.
It's best to think about non-fungible tokens as an extension of our identities with complete
ownership, control, and flexibility for creating virtual personas.
There are more real estate opportunities in the metaverse, and people can use NFTs for
buying, selling, and investing in virtual locations. Blockchain technology has facilitated the
ownership of these valuables.
The metaverse has a wide variety of places and real estate to invest in. People can use
NFTs to get ownership and control of these locations in the virtual world.
Blockchain technology, the metaverse, cryptocurrencies, and NFTs support users to
quickly prove digital asset proprietary rights and expand virtual real estate opportunities.
People can sell virtual land to earn a profit, thanks to the NFT metaverse projects. It's also
possible to rent land to earn passive income.
So investing in DogeCoin Labs provides a powerful platform to invest in profitable
markets: cryptocurrencies, the metaverse, and NFTs.

Transform your Virtual World with

DogeCoin Labs
By now, it's easy to understand why it's reasonable to invest in DogeCoin Labs. Besides
being a hyper-deflationary coin, it's engaged in the high-quality and unique design and
production of NFT collectibles and metaverse games and applications.
DogeCoin Labs has guaranteed funding for at least 8 million items production by
promising 80% of the exceptional coin supply in an exclusive escrow account.
The primary goal is to create 1,000,000 items a year. DogeCoin Labs' developers have
recruited global art artists, games, and application creators to structure the project.
It's vital to understand that the proceeds from the digital valuables sale and 10% royalty
will be used to explore other business opportunities and make an exceptional distribution
to coin holders.
Remember that because DogeCoin Labs has a deflationary structure, coin holders will
receive a 10% transaction fee when buying or selling hourly.
Additionally, 50% of our NFT's 10% royalty revenue will be used to buy back coins at the
open market and burn them permanently. This means that a significant amount of coin
supply will be removed consistently from the market resulting in a higher value for
DogeCoin Labs.
DogeCoin Labs developers will make one-of-a-kind features attached to 10% distribution
in BNB Binance Native Token.
BNB Binance Native Token was introduced in July 2017 with an initial coin offering. These
tokens were distributed among angel investors and the Binance founding team.
Individuals can hold BNB in multiple wallets and send the token to others for payments or
alternatively.

Why Should You Consider DogeCoin Labs?
Now is an innovative time for blockchain and everything in partnership with it. The NFTs
and DeFi have progressed in a short period. But, the meme coin industry with
DogeCoinLabs has fired up the market.
Usually, most meme coins have no real-life application as they're only notorious for their
exceptional traits. The coin's value rises and falls because of the ask and bid forces.
However, DogeCoinLabs have proven that meme coins can give convenience.

DogeCoin Labs - The Most Promising and Rewarding
Hyper-Deflationary Coin in the Market

DogeCoinLabs is one of the industry's most rising and profitable hyper-deflationary coins.
The project focuses on moving forward by engaging in the exclusive design of NFT
collectibles and metaverse games and applications.
Its primary goal is to create sustainable cash flow from operations to explore and invest in
the ever-growing WEB3 and Metaverse applications such as play-to-earn games, virtual
land sales, and much more.
In addition, DogecoinLabs intends to use part of the free cash flow to buy back its coins in
the open market from time to time and, as a result, to decrease the amount of available
coin supply.
This innovative venture will gather artists and game developers to produce thrilling apps
and arts. DogeCoinLabs guarantees funding for at least 8 million items production by
securing 80% of the total coin supply in a specific escrow account.
The term of the particular escrow account is for four years. Any coins released from the
escrow account will be sent to the zero accounts to be burned out entirely.
The 20% balance of the token supply will be blocked by a third party to be used as a
liquidity pool to facilitate trading on various exchanges.
DogeCoinLabs' features will benefit its holders by:

Features of DogeCoin Labs
A Unique Hyper-Deflationary Coin
DogeCoin Labs attracts investors due to its reduced market supply, which increases
scarcity and raises demand. This allows investors to earn greater profits. The project
removes extra tokens from circulation to avoid harming the cryptocurrency's success.
10% Hourly BNB Distribution
It provides an hourly steady 10% reward to coin holders on any transaction in the
prevalent, liquid token BNB Binance Native Token without taking any risks by staking the
tokens and locking them in a DeFi platform which eventually is going to burst.
Additionally, 50% of our NFT's 10% royalty revenue will be used to buy back coins at the
open market and burn them permanently. This means that a significant amount of coin
supply will be removed consistently from the market resulting in a higher value for
DogeCoin Labs.
Real-Life Applications
DogeCoin Labs is unlike other tokens as it has real-life applications. With DogeCoin Labs,
investors will earn money with two of the most profitable trends in the market today: NFT
and Metaverse.

The project expects to create four million NFT art collectibles and Metaverse games
and applications as it's one of the most active creative studios in the industry.
DogeCoin Labs has designed over 900,000 art collectives, with an annual production
estimation of over one million.
Play-to-Earn-Games
One of the most exciting features of DogeCoin Labs is that it will allow players worldwide
to earn rewards with real value by accomplishing tasks, fighting other players, and
advancing through several game levels. These benefits come from BNB Binance Native
Tokens and other NFTs.
Royalty Payment
The primary purpose of DogeCoin Labs is for investors to earn more. That's why the
creators will use the whole amount of NFT collectible sales, 10% royalty payment due, and
licensing of Metaverse items to uncover the hottest, most profitable business
opportunities.
Spin-Off
DogeCoin Labs' holders will receive an extraordinary distribution in the form of spin-off
newly created public divisions and NFT art collectibles Airdrops.
DogeCoin Labs is a new crypto project emphasizing real-life solutions. It's a foolproof and
practical platform for people to create and trade NFT collectibles and Metaverse games
and applications. Learning from significant cryptocurrency projects, DogeCoin Labs is
destined to rise to the ranks of the crypto industry.
Several levels of benefits are there to invite investors. Although the project is at the
presale level, it can develop into something prominent.
The meme coin industry has been advancing rapidly in the last few years, and it's
estimated that this area will dominate the crypto universe in the future. DogecoinLabs has
established itself as a critical player in the entire blockchain ecosystem and will play a
significant role in years to come.
NFT Collection Stored in the Most Reliable and Trusted Hosting of IPFS Files
The entire NFTs collection of DogeCoin Labs is stored in the most reliable and trusted
hosting of IPFS files.
Why?
Because if NFTs are not safely secured on the blockchain using storage cloud IPFS files,
they're worthless as the owner has no security ownership of the digital asset. Additionally,
we added an extra layer of protection as each item owner will receive an NFT code minted
on the blockchain to guarantee the NFT's owner has total asset possession.
IPFS is a revolutionary technology that has changed hosting and has been the
fundamental science for NFTs.

So what is IPFS?
Interplanetary File System, better known as IPFS, is commonly used in cryptos. This
technology has transformed how we experience, utilize, and distribute content on the
internet.
When using IPFS, the content is the URL that has significant implications. For instance, if
your NFT is addressed to a standard link, the link can disappear, change, stop working, or
contain different content.
IPFS is a decentralized technology. This means it doesn't work similarly to the web we are
used to. On IPFS, there are nodes in a peer-to-peer network that can communicate and
demand and share content.
When NFTs are stored on IPFS files, they're pinned through their hash and available for
everyone. Even if the origin of the NFT is erased, the digital asset remains available on the
network.
Because the IPFS hash is permanently assigned to the same content, you can be sure
that your NFT is yours.
Loyalty Market
We are offering our customers loyalty markets with an estimated annual turnover of over $
7.5 billion by using our NFT products. We aim to reward loyal consumers with digital
assets to develop profound relationships between all parties involved.
The DogeCoin Labs loyalty program is a meaningful benefit as it'll provide customers with
limited edition NFTs and exclusive designs that will become more valuable over time.
Everyone involved in DogeCoin Labs shares a typical enthusiasm for the brand's growth. If
the project expands, the financial worth of the NFT multiplies. That's why the loyalty
program provides a stable and robust foundation for creating a loyal global community
where clients and developers win.
Latest AI Technology
We are getting into AI art production using the latest technology. Non-fungible intelligence,
better known as iNFTs, is quickly becoming the most revolutionary step of NFTs.
iNFTS have grabbed the spotlight as people realize that the future of the metaverse and
decentralized economies will promptly move to this technical knowledge.
AI technology is attractive because it's possible to develop the most progressive and
creative experiences not available with other technologies and methods. AI-produced
NFTs can be used to build one-of-a-kind and singular adventures.

How to Get Started with DogeCoin Labs?

Starting with DogeCoin Labs is as straightforward as four simple steps. Once you're done,
you'll be part of our developing and exciting community!
Contact us through social media to solve any doubts if you need support!

Step 1 Download Metamask
Start by downloading the Metamask app from the App or Google Play Store. If you prefer,
go to metamask.io and add the desktop browser extension on Google Chrome.
Once there, follow Metamask's easy instructions on setting up a wallet. Make sure to sign
when asked digitally.

Step 2 Transfer BNB Binance Tokens to Metamask
It's possible to buy BNB Binance tokens through Metamask or send them from another
wallet or crypto exchange. If you're worried about how to do it, don't, it's easy. Follow the
tutorials or watch a YouTube video whenever you get frozen on this step.

Step 3 Connect Metamask to Pancakeswap
Enter a desktop browser and go to pancakeswap.org or inside the Metamaks wallet;
press the three blue lines at the top left corner of the screen to showcase the browser.
Make sure to sign when Metamasks asks for it digitally.

Step 4 Swap BNB Binance Tokens for DogeCoin Labs
In a desktop browser, go to Pancakeswap.org or through your Metamask wallet.
You can also click here.
Press the cog button and change the "Slippage" amount to 12-15%. Write down the
desired BNB amount you would like to swap; once everything is correct, end the trade by
clicking the "Swap" button.
Congratulations, you're now the proud owner of DogeCoin Labs, one of the market's most
promising and rewarding hyper-deflationary coins.

Benefits of Hyper-Deflationary Coin
DogeCoin Labs
There are multiple profits and advantages of investing in DogeCoin Labs, an
extraordinarily hyper-deflationary token.
DogeCoin Labs is one of the first projects to be the most significant global NFT studio
production and metaverse innovation. Elon Musk is the encouragement of this one-of-akind enterprise.

Some of the benefits of DogeCoin Labs are:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

10% redistribution to coin holders in BNB Binance Native Tokens
2% liquidity
4% marketing
80% of the total coin exceptional supply in a particular escrow account
1,000,000 items designed per year
Recruitment of global artists, games, and applications developers to carry on the
project
The entire proceedings from the item's sales and 10% royalty will uncover other
business opportunities and make an extraordinary distribution to coin holders.
Coin holders will receive 10% transaction fees, either buy or sell hourly.
The entire NFT collection is stored in the most reliable and trusted hosting of
IPFS files.
50% of our NFT's 10% royalty revenue will be used to buy back coins at the open
market and burn them permanently.

Due to the hyper-deflationary nature of DogeCoin Labs, the token's value will increase.
This allows holders to experience how their investment rises with each transaction.
Remember, less supply means scarcity, which leads to an increment in the coin's price.
In simple words, hyper-deflationary tokens like DogeCoin Labs let investors gather more
profits.
Why?
Because no DogeCoin Labs tokens are flooding the market, like other meme coins, we
pledge that no more coins once all are released. This will boost its value as the demand
increases.
It's our responsibility to keep the value of DogeCoin Labs even in a bear market.

DogeCoin Labs Tokenomics
Understanding all the qualities of DogeCoin Labs and why it's attractive to investors is
vital.
●

Secure funds for at least 8 million items production by pledging 80% of the total
coin exceptional supply in a specific escrow account

●

10% royalty and the entire proceeding from the items sales will be used to discover
other favorable circumstances and to make a significant distribution to coin holders

●

Coin holders will receive a 10% transaction fee, either buy or sell hourly.

●

A further unique feature is attached to the 10% distribution as it will be made in one
of the most liquid tokens worldwide: BNB Binance Native Token.

Plus, it's essential to understand that DogeCoin Labs allows investors to invest in the two
hottest and most promising markets in years to come: NFT and the metaverse.

Our Values
DogeCoin Labs Community
Since the beginning, the DogeCoin Labs community has been our most valuable asset.
Thanks to our loyal, committed, and caring followers, we have risen into a successful and
profitable project. Without each of you, we will not be able to increase DogeCoin Labs
ToKen's value and demand.
We are honored to open our project to everyone worldwide. We promise to support our
community with multiple communication channels so everyone can earn from DogeCoin
Labs.
Additionally, it's our pleasure and appreciation to open our doors to top-quality art artists
and game and app developers responsible for carrying out DogeCoin Labs.

Trust
That's why DogeCoin Labs is entirely audited and tested on BSC Binance Smart
Network and other reputable networks.

Value
When we developed the DogeCoin Labs coin, our goal was to allow people to explore
opportunities in the hottest, most promising sectors in years to come: cryptocurrencies,
NFT collectibles, and the metaverse. That's why we are constantly innovating to create
permanent consumer demand.
Plus, the hyper-deflationary mechanisms of DogeCoin Labs ensure more value in the long
term.

Transparency
Everyone from developers, marketers, designers, moderators, and the community
worldwide involved in DogeCoin Labs, is committed to providing transparency,
responsibility, and honesty.
We are proud of the arduous work, friendship, and support we constantly give our
investors.

Our Vision
Our vision is to provide a shared ecosystem for highly sought-after and innovative NFT
and metaverse projects through our launchpad.
We are committed to delivering successful NFT and metaverse projects on the launchpad
and becoming a pioneer of creative utilities and innovation.

Supporting and empowering those new to NFTs and metaverse to learn more and become
part of the NFT and the metaverse ecosystem.

Considering DogeCoin Labs Token is Wise
Our mission is to be the most significant global NFT studio production and metaverse
innovation.
We must allow everyone to experience the benefits and advantages of cryptocurrencies,
NFTs, the metaverse, and decentralized exchanges. Everyone is entitled to earn passive
income from this compelling concept in these varying times.
DogeCoin Labs NFT owners will have full licensing and legal copyright titles.
Finally, we created the DogeCoin Labs token to develop a community where each person
has the same freedom and space to grow financially.

Start Today
If you're ready to enter this mesmerizing project and see your investment grow, it's time to
join the DogeCoin Labs community. All you need is the enthusiasm to support the project.

Everyone can benefit from the DogeCoin Labs project, artists, game and app developers,
marketers, and investors.
Remember, the unique rewarding structure of DogeCoin labs allows everyone to earn
huge profits.
Now is the time to take your virtual persona to the next level, so join DogeCoin
Labs!
*SAFE HARBOR STATEMENT as an integral part of the Whitepaper, the entire financial
figures. As stated and described in this document, the operation and future development
heavily depend on the market condition.
Any deterioration in the market condition could adversely affect financial results and future
development activities. The Whitepaper was created, written, and published without the
intention of soliciting or encouraging any investment in this project.

